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- JHSR acknowledge originality and welcome articles and research paper’s dealing with the broader spectrum of various aspects on Historical Studies.
- The contributor is expected to follow The Chicago Manual of Style of Method for their submission.
- Contributions must be submitted in MS-Word (.docx), Font must be Times New Roman, Font Size 12 pt., Line Spacing 1.5, Article should be written in English and composed on A4 size paper.
- The title of the paper should be centre aligned ,one-third down the page,Times New Roman,14 Bold.
- Subheadings to be underlined and left aligned.
- Each article should accompany an abstract not extending 200 words and 5-6 Keywords.
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  i. The title of the paper
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- Title within the text, of books and Journals to be italicized; of article to be mentioned within quotation marks.
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